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Reassuringly expensive, raise a glass to the ultimate LP experience

PRICE t1 25,000 GOI{TAGT Absolute Sounds e 020 8971 3909 ffi wwwcontinuumaudiolabs,com
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I n search ofturntable niruana? Look no further, pilgrim. Continuum

I Audio Labs'Caliburn is the pinnacle of the form, one of the most

I sol idly engineered and most elegant ever produced. Oh, and did
I we mention that price tag? Yes, at a staggering fl25,000, the

Caliburn is for the wealthiest only, but it is an undeniably incredible
achievement for vinyl lovers.

While no one factor explains the Caliburn's superior performance,
there are several significant design details. One of the most
important is the motor - a battery-powered DC-type, developed to be
free from the'cogging'effects common to virtually all motors. The
Caliburn's chassis is also made from sol id magnesium al loy, chosen
for its strength and low resonance, plus a magnetic suspenston
system was developed for the centre bearinQ and plinth suspensron.

A great turntable deserves a special tonearm and the Cobra is quite
different to most on the market. The arm shell is made from fibrous
resin and is inherently self-damping. Many different types of bearlng
were considered, but eventually a kind of stabilised uni-pivot
arrangement was chosen. This
has the advantage ofvery low
frict ion, high torsional stabi l i ty
and excellent rigidity.

Cartr idge via and azimuth
can be precision-adjusted while
the disc plays and the
counterweight is placed belov,

Playback is like listening to master tapes rather than LPs. Music has
the kind of effortless ease and fine subtle detail you get from first-
generation masters. Soundstaging is airy and holographic - very'out
ofthe speaker boxes'- and extremely dynamic and l ively. The
Caliburn offers an intriguing mix of opposites: exceptional tightness
and control, allied to extremes of bandwidth, dynamic contrast and
tone colour, topped off with effortless ease.

It's capable of the utmost subtlety and delicacy, with quiet passages
possessing considerable refinement. Yet there's nothing fragile about
the sound - it's always solid and full-bodied and the overall
presentation has an impressive robustness. The deck is like the best CD
you never heard, presenting the music with comparable security, but
bringing extra finesse and broader dynamic extremes to the mix.

The Caliburn also has the abi l i ty to keep surprising you. One minute
it sounds smooth and honey-rich, the next it's sharp and tactile. But,
to be accurate, it's not the turntable surprising you; it's the music and
the original recording. The Caliburn l iberates your recordings - al lows

them to be more like they really
are, rather than constrained by
l imitat ions in the playback
equipment. As a result, voices
and instruments display a
greater range of tonal colours.

When you play a vintage
original LP, sornething

the tonearm's centre of gravity to improve stability and the tracking
of warped LPs. Not that warped LPs would trouble this deck:
the Caliburn incorporates a special vacuum mat
with air pump that sucks the record flat to the
platter. This virtual ly el iminates LP dishing and
warpage, while dampening resonances that might
occur within the vinyl LP itself.

Although the Caliburn is highly inert and very
well  isolated, the Castel lon stand is an integral
part of the package. l t  provides a sol id, stable
platform for the turntable, houses the motor
power supply and pump and raises.the deck to
mid-chest height, making it easy to use.

souND QuAuTY
So, what does the perfect turntable actually sound
like? The Caliburn certainly equals CD on i ts home
tenitory, giving an exceptional ly sol id, secure and
stable musical presentation. l t  sounds absolutely
unflappable - as though nothing short of an
earthquake could upset i t .

With instruments such as piano or acoustic guitar,
there's no wobble or oitch waver. Most listeners would assume that a
CD was being played - i t 's that stable. The Caliburn boasts another
type ofstability, too: voices and instruments stay put in the stereo
soundstage and don't  shif t  or wander as the music alters. Each
individual strand maintains complete independence and
individual i ty. Overal l ,  the music sounds cohesive and coherent.

intangible happens: your l istening experience changes. l t 's
almost as i f  the l iving, breathing aura of the musicians
permeates the LP sleeve and grooves, making the music

sound and feel different. Fanciful, perhaps - but often,
that's how it seems as the stylus touches down here...

T he Calib ur n / Cobr a / Castellan is a n exce pti o n a I
combination, producing results far greater than the
sum of its parts. lt offers outstanding focus and
solidity, al l ied to incredible detai l  and stunning
dimensionaliry Of course, it costs a bomb. But you
definitely get what you pay for.
Value is a tricky subject. A product that offers

class-leading standards of performance, a genuine
pride of ownership, plus an exceptional f inish and
batt leship bui ld qual i ty can be said to offer good
value even if its price is very high. And how do you
define 'expensive'? Aston Martin's One-77 sports car
is a king's ransom, making the cost of a Caliburn look
like comparative peanuts.

But, equipment l ike the Caliburn is worth celebrating:
it sets real standards. lt takes a certain dedication to the cause to
push the theoretical performance limits of a format beyond typical
price constraints. Will anybody else put this much effort into finding
perfection ever again?

The Caliburn is for life. lt's certainly not inexpensive, but how do
you value a l i fet ime's pleasure and enjoyment?;;:

limmy Hughes
See the June 2009 edition of Hi Fi Chaicefo(the original revew 0f this pr0duct
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